
TEAM NUMBER ________                Rochester Map Adventure, May 31, 2014 Rochester Map Adventure, May 31, 2014

TEAM NAME ______________________________    

Team members’ names: ________________________________________________________________________

Foot or Bike? ____________    Time category: _______________________ SCORE:

Check one: Individual: _____   Adult group: _______  Family:________ FINISH TIME:

Question Answer

1 Peace Tree

2 What is the date (the year) on the cornerstone? 1981

3 What are the two years on the cornerstone of the church? 1846 and 1907

4 Parts

5 What is the name of this building (given on the west side of it)? Columbus Building

6 What date (year) is on the building that used to be a carriage house? 1885

7 10

8 What is the station number on the building at address 60? (Hint: it is high up) 38

9 Granite Building

10 When was the water powered sawmill established? (Lower left part of sign.) 1789

11 What date (year) is on the church on the SE corner? 1963

12 What city code number is referenced on the sign at the north edge of the small park? 31-8c

13 What animal appears between the 2 large birds on the mural? Snake

14 What are the words in stone on the NE corner of the building, near the top? Rochester Fire Department

15 Schiller was a poet of “______ and ______” (fill in the two blanks) Freedom, Justice

16 What are the last two words of the 5-word church slogan? “the Harvest”

17 Parish House

18 During what years was this church constructed? 1843-1846

19 Indian

20 When was our sister city in Italy founded? (Hint: under the Italian flag – Green/White/Red one) 800 BC

21 What important historical role was played by a private home at this location? stop on underground railroad

22 What is written on the second set of doors from the right on W side of city hall? not an entrance

23 What is the request outside the community garden? Please don't pick our vegetables

24 What is on the east side of the house at 164? a windmill

25 What word appears on the lower right hand  of the wall of pictures?

26 How many adult canines are in the mural on the SE side of the building? 3

27 What is the name written under the black sheep on the NE side of the building on the S corner?

28 What is the date on the house on the SE corner (hint: date is on the N side of the house) 1872

29 1817

30 What was the specialty of Ralph Avery, for whom the park was named? Art

31 What is the name of the statue with 3 animals climbing? Cub Scouts

32 Who was this church built in honor of? (hint: on boulder)

33 What is the house number of the house with very tall white pillars? 14

34 Choosing to explore

35 this, that

36 There is a metal sculpture on the SW corner – what animal is on top? Rooster

37 First Dutch Reformed Church

38 How many entrances on the east side of the building on the SW corner? 7

39 2004

40 During what years did Rochester's first mayor serve? 1834-5

Control 
#

What is the name of the tree with the plaque near it? (we’re not asking for the species of the tree, 
but the name that is given on the plaque)

Frey the Wheelman sells “Rims drums and _____”

Near the southern end of the eastern path under the highway, what number appears upside down 
on the western wall? 

What is the name of the building (given on the south side of the building, not too far from the street 
corner)?

There are three sets of red double doors. What are the two words above the right set of these 
doors?

What was the nickname of the man whose first name was Ebenezer?

sox

Thievin Stephen

What year did Rochesterville become a village?

Charles G. Finney

On the sidewalk is an illustration of a compass. What are the three words associated with the 
illustration?

On the sidewalk approx. 60 meters from the intersection (and near the east end of a fence) is a 
poem on the sidewalk. The last 5 words are “Sail through ____ to ____” Fill in the two blanks.

What denomination was this church originally, according to the cornerstone to the left of the 
entrance on the north side of the building?

When was the church dedicated (not founded), according to the cornerstone on the SW corner of 
the church?



Question Answer
Control 

#

41 1848

42 kids rule

43 What is the business where “Fresh Is Best”? (sign painted on the SE side of the building)

44 Whose office is in the NE corner of the small park? sheriff

45 wheat

46 Who was one of Rochester's first black physicians?

47 What is the name of the sculpture on the N side of the street? Balance

48 What is the year on the date stone? 1911

49 What is the name of the small park? Wilcox Summer Park

50 How many trees (don’t count bushes) are in the smaller of the two parks? 2

51 What is the name of the garden? Good Luck Garden

52 What kind of station is mentioned on the box on NE corner? Zombie

53 In what year was this neighborhood declared historic? (NW corner) 2009

54 There is a small monument with a plaque near the center of the park. Who is this dedicated to?

55 This building used to be a school. What was the school name and number?

56 What is the name of this tiny park? Honor Park

57 The hanging sign at the entrance of the tavern seems to indicate it was established in what year? 1880

58 What is the name of the garden? Labyrinth Garden

59 What animals are pictured on the sign NE of the church building? Lion and lamb

60 What use of Tubman Way is mentioned on the sign? escape by runaway slaves

61 The mosaic is in memory of whom? Elias T. Ferris

62 What is the name of the park on the NW corner? Park Avenue Green

63 What date was the church founded? (Plaque in small park on SW corner of intersection) 05/28/1827

64 Who is the artist credited with the horse on the NE corner?

65 What is the name of the second building from the corner? Parkway

66 What is the year associated with the sculpture “Leaping Dolphin”? 2003

67 The words in stone say “_______ Bake Shop” (fill in the blank)

68 There are 5 murals – who is the artist? (Hint: see the western-most mural.)

69 Estimates

70 What is the name above address 176? Art & Design Building

71
72 Above the Public Market sign, what animal is there a metal rendition of? Rooster

73 Waste not want not

74 What is the number of the house with the mini library? 273

75 What is the name of the house at 625?

76 What is the name of this community garden?

77 How many vertical slats are on the backrest of the green metal bench? 12

78 What is the subject of the lower sign on the S side of street? sledding

79 What is in the back corner of the triangular park? swing

80 What is written at the bottom of the sign? NO EXIT

81 What four letter word appears on the third sign down (NE corner)? hope

82

83
84 What time is the church service?

In what year was the Rochester woman's rights conference held? (Hint: see plaque on the left-hand 
side of the eastern wall)

What is the 2-word phrase ending with an exclamation point on the sign on the east side of the 
park?

Georgie’s Bakery

A bust in what commodity took away Ely's fortune?

Charles T Lunford

Cabell “Cab” Calloway

Ellwanger and Barry 24

Hollis Bigg Carver

Angelus

Maria Friske

What can you get for free at this establishment, according to the sign on the southern tip of the 
building?

On the S side of the building on the N side of the RR tracks, the old business name reads in part “J. 
______ Smith Co.” Fill in the blank. (Hint: view this from the bend in the road to the S of the RR 
tracks. Due to its position on the building, it can’t be seen if you’re standing N of the tracks.) Hungerford

At the NW corner of this building, there are two large words on the N wall and two on the W wall. 
What are these four words?

Ellwanger Estate

Charrette Garden

Near the front door (note that the front door is not the entrance) of the bike shop, there is a long list 
of words in red. What is the last word on this list? Vetta

The bell in front of Gleason Works near the main entrance, in the 1800’s,  summoned workers at 
what time daily? (Hint: see plaque near the ground which may be partially hidden by a small 
evergreen tree) 5:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
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85 Harper

86 The scale of the relief map is one inch = what? 130 feet

87 Sugar maple

88 What kind of tree is inside the hairpin turn in the path? Pin Oak

89 The lower right hand picture comes from the negative collection of___(fine print) Albert R Stone

90 Where did Frederick Douglass give the speech referred to on the E side of statue?

91 Who was governor when the sign was installed?

92 Patriots hill

93 1808

94 What was the date of the original construction of the railroad bridge? 1854

95 What university president's name is on the back of the fireplace? Thomas Jackson

96 How many of Monroe County's soldiers died in the war? (On back W side of sign) 1374

97 29

98 What house number has a screened-in side porch? 100

99 What does the sign with black letters say not to do? Collect rocks

100 There is a giant golf ball on a giant tee. Who is the artist? Lisa Robinson

101 What sport is practiced in this building? (hint: see the south side of the building, high on the wall) Fencing

102 According to the sign, the 4-word slogan of this neighborhood is what? Where roots grow deep

103 At 1533, what is the name of the company according to the green sign above the door? Hickey Organ Co.

104

105 Tricycle

106 What sport is the building on the NE corner used for? Boxing

107 What web site address is on the sign in the tiny park?

108 1908

109 “Urban Open Space”

110 According to the plaque on the boulder, where was the east end of the Portage Trails? Indian Landing

111 What neighborhood is this, according to the sign? Upper Monroe Neighborhood

112 In what year did Gideon Cobb purchase this land? (Hint: center panel, lower left portion.) 1818

113 What is the approximate present size of Lake Riley? 4.5 acres

114 the odd fellows

115 TWO POINTS: What is the name of the ship from which the cannon was taken?

116 Pacific railroad

117 TWO POINTS:  What equation is inscribed in the center of the quadrangle?

118 TWO POINTS: What animal is represented by the tank by the northern side of the building? pig

119 navigation

120 1800

121 TWO POINTS: What is the name of the building on the north side of the intersection? Coolidge

122 Elegant Nails

123 TWO POINTS: What type of business is closest to the corner? Laundromat

124 Octagon, or 8

125 TWO POINTS: What two things are prohibited, according to the largest of the three signs? Alcoholic beverages and fires.

At address 1233, in stone near the top of the building is a person’s name: “Martha Matilda _______”. 
Fill in the blank.

What large tree is close to the south end of the path, on the east side of the path, in the poet's 
garden?

Canandaigua

Mario Cuomo

What is the name of the hill north of the road? (see cylindrical concrete road marker with “B” at the 
top)

In what year was Dr.Humphrey Sherman born? (on hill N of side path)

What is the house number of the tudor-style house?

At the park there is a sign with what organization’s name on it? (The name is above the words 
“Supervised Playground”) TiLC Ministries

There is a mural on the W side of the building. What is the vehicle in the lower right part of the 
mural?

www.abcstreets.org

In what year was the 2nd reservoir completed?

There is a sign approximately 4 feet wide and 2 feet tall, which has at the top “Washington Grove”. 
What are the three words in quotes on this sign?

TWO POINTS: What  stands side by side with the church according to the tall monument for 
Mr. Stebbins? (see metal plaque on the E side of the monument)

Reina Cristina

TWO POINTS: According to the inscription on the W side of the tall monument, H Carver was 
the father of ____?

E=mc^2

TWO POINTS: What is the last in the list of enterprises represented by the statues? (see 
plaque SW of statues)

TWO POINTS: When was the first tavern in Genesee Country established (center of the sign 
which is just SW of the entrance to the bridge)

TWO POINTS: There is a sign on the NW corner of the building with four business names in 
teal letters. What is the name of the bottom one?

TWO POINTS: What is the geometric shape of a cross-section of the smokestack if it were 
viewed from above? (If you’re not sure of the name of the shape, just say how many sides it 
has!)

http://www.abcstreets.org/
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